Friend Lee's Essay
1.School living
If you and I have such a good friendship, We are Ajou People. First of all you meet twice a week,
and tell “how are your week?” or “good morning.” All nature consider for sharing our pleasure. You
become the nature of a beautiful student. We make friends with being help life. If You and I can
involve in the world, we are in the university. Why do I smile? Many of people want to make situation
like I.
Today is so warm. and so My mind is so kind. I want to be able to write better than ago. My good
thinking is giving another better a situation. Tomorrow is such a sense of warmth. We are going to
be more beautiful than knowledge. What do we do in the future for our great life? I hope that you
will make pleasure ago bad. You was cute! and so now days? You are a good girl, and so I hope
that you are “Thank you.” It is a good situation for conversation with true minds. We are able to tell
minds to us. The sky tell us to make friends with true thinking. All nature consider us for sharing
our pleasure. I become nature with good an acting. I want to drink a tea with our friends. I want to
share with my thinking for my friends. We hope our life to make pleasure before having the bad.
How do I share loves get your mind and body? I was able to feel some comfort to meet other cozy
girls. We sometimes met Internet cafe. It was easy for you to have a dream in the future, but now
you dont connect with me. After these manners, I am looking forward to seeing you again. I hope
you believe me. What do I think about friend?
At noon I watched television on EBS. It was easy to get kinds of contents. But I took so many sorts
of program after complete graduated school. I watched television an English program. Some people
like game show, while others are fond of a cartoon.
To be a good man, to give a good habit. I hope that we will eat a lunch with ease and happiness.
We are going to meet, you and I will have a lunch better joy than that time. It is easy for you to
meet a funny girl, so you also have a kill time such a girl. As We are going to meet, so everybody
need meet. I hope your life to be good. You had better not to say a difficult theme, and so you let
take a time with some women. It was easy for you to have a dream in the future, but now you don't
connect with me. Long time no see. If you want to like so many studies, you maybe fail to meet
girls who have cozy and beautiful. You had better not to say a difficult theme, and so you let take
times with some women. Man usually think about woman who looks like beautiful and cute. If man
meets woman, What can we say? You and I are usually living in this world.
You are a so good woman, but I am also than you think about. a friend of mine. We are having
more good chance again and again. Most of women like to enjoy telling and singing with together
about their interesting lives. I want to wish to study Korea books, because girls want to have a

chance foreign culture.
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2.Offering prayer
Thanks Lord to o?ering time. When we live in this World, Lord gives us to neediness. You always
give us to good. Lord gives us to bless. Bless our offering and bless a part of use o?ering. Lord
transforms us into your worthy. Everything is doing good at in your bless. Love makes anything in
your bless. Lord, give us the same bless as other days. Please bless this time we have left. When we
pray, give us bless.
Lord is love, then love is as strong as death, and therefore Lord is always victory in this world. What
we see, what we hear, and what we think are in the middle of Lord. Day and night we pray. we
heard what a faithful God have we. Let our offering to Lord’s pleasure, and let this time smile Lord.
and then our offering be like a basis on music chords. On offering, Lord and we are able to become
one in all time. Make us sing a song for Lord.
In addition to purpose meaning importance and hope, bless us of concentration impact and focus
on Lord words. Let this offering and worship be in the middle of Lord's word. Let our offering be
our mind and let this time be our mind. and then our mind can be center in Lord.
Thanks my Lord for worship service and offering service on Sunday. When we offer mind and
something, Bless worship service and offering time. Please give us needy. The first way to become
more prayer is to do our best at work and in church. It’s a beautiful day on Sunday. We are used to
make a conversation without Lord, but then we will talk about Lord. With our e?ort of working, I
am offering a small mind. When we confess Lord is alive, you give us a treasure of heaven and also
the same bene?t as other days. Whenever we are offering, make us sing.
Today, you also give us the same benefit as another day. Let us pray the real heart at church. we
want to be a part of offering. Day and night, Jesus keeps us from devil, bad feeling and dirty. Some
students of church start new semester. give them knowledge. God, please be with us during this
time we have left.
In the name of Jesus Christ, I pray Amen.
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3.Taking a bus
Today is here in front of weather. It is the bad weather. Today’s weather is the worst colder. Many
of people wear cloth and shoes. In this kind of bus, hot hot. The Mind is hot, this situation is warm.
but this day is taking an exam entrance. As study is cold, society is cold. What about this country
going through living around house and school. Words is open, but mind is closed. In the result of
riding bus, so many kinds of people, so many sorts of cloth. Bicycle was old mechanical machine. It
is so so. Children, students, workers like this kind of machine. Who are maker? What a surprised
idea. Step by step and day by day increase. This is a what he idea. Old age ancient, horse is
transportation. Now days, car is transportation.
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